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At last! Wimbledon is nearly here and millions of fans around the world are gearing up to
follow the action. Each year around 500,000 lucky ticket holders ﬂow through the gates of
SW19. Wimbledon aims to reach even more fans around the world via digital channels
through a comprehensive content strategy delivering insights and match facts powered by
IBM technology. One of the key ways to achieve that goal is via a data-driven, real-time
and agile social marketing approach.
IBM is the Oﬃcial Digital Platforms Provider and Consultant to the All England Lawn
Tennis Club (AELTC) and The Championships, Wimbledon. We have been working together for over 25 years and are increasingly looking to engage fans with the IBM and Wimbledon story on a more personalised level.
The Punnet – a pop up marketing team that comes together to help amplify the story aims to shift the balance from ‘pushing’ Wimbledon content to a more personalised
approach in driving deeper engagement with selected audiences. Why Punnet? As the
team’s aim is to select the freshest, juiciest content, including facts from the day’s action
on court for easy sharing on social media, in the spirit of Wimbledon, we had to get strawberries in somewhere!
A key facet of what we’re doing is social listening. Delving through huge amounts of social
data to glean more speciﬁc insights to act on allows us to spot trends and support our
experts in identifying key inﬂuencers and advocates more quickly, in order to amplify the
content. We’re also using Watson Personality Insights, which can proﬁle an individual
based on their social media posts and determine what motivates and engages them.
Punnet members and experts can then more eﬀectively engage with those individuals and
personalise marketing messaging to a segment of one.
With no shortage of social content to share, and supported by data insights, the focus is
moving to how we make that content more engaging in order that we create meaningful
interactions.

The key is compelling content – we have found that the type of content and its format has
a huge inﬂuence on levels of engagement. Last year’s ‘4 seconds’ video was one of our
most shared pieces of content. Content variety is also important – how do you avoid ﬂooding social media with the same information? IBM and Wimbledon have agreed a strategy
to do just that around breaking match facts uncovered by Watson Engagement Advisor.
Using Social Media Analytics and ground breaking research from IBM, the Wimbledon
Social Command Centre identiﬁes the most inﬂuential voices around Wimbledon and
tennis, and understands the content and topics fans are most interested in to help the
AELTC target their social communications during The Championships. IBM and Wimbledon
are working together to surface and communicate information on breaking match statistics
to fans quicker via social media. Through personalised Wimbledon apps, fans can also
engage with content around their favourite players, whether they are seated in Centre
Court or at home hundreds of miles from SW19.
Come and test us out! We’ll be serving up the choicest, ripest facts from the Punnet every
day of the tournament – along with lots of behind the scenes stories - on the new Customer Experience Hub here. And you can also download the Wimbledon apps for Apple
iPhone, iPad and Android devices, so even if you can’t be there in person, you can still
share a taste of the action.

